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Editor in Chief ’s Note

Spooky Salutations to all, alive or otherwise. 

Welcome to Speculate This Literary Magazine’s 
Halloween special. Fans of speculative fiction will agree 
that Halloween carries as much weight as Christmas and 
Easter in terms of observation. Consider it a public holiday, 
even if it doesn’t guarantee a day off from work or school 
*sob*. Still, it’s a chance to revel in the gothic, mysterious 
and shadowy nature of the world. Whether you fill your 
garden with tombstones and skeletons or gorge yourselves 
on chocolate, we hope you enjoy the day.

In an unexpected turn of events, nearly all of our received 
submissions were poems. It’s always been an assumption 
of mine that poems would be less popular when it comes 
to speculative fiction - happily, you’ve proved me wrong! 
What particularly stood out from the successful poems 
were their ability to illustrate scenes to rival prose, all while 
retaining their poetic identity. 

We’d like to thank those who contributed to our inaugural 
issue. We appreciate your time and effort and we’re glad 
that we could provide the space for your inventive stories. 
Feedback that you’re glad the magazine exists keeps us 
going, especially given speculative fiction’s niche nature. 
Welcome back for those who’ve returned with more 
exciting and different kinds of fiction. We also have some 
new contributors who we can’t wait to showcase. 

Lastly, special thanks to members of our team who 
graced the issue with their artistic touches through the 
illustrations. Their additions provide the magazine with 
that finishing touch.

© Speculate This Literary Magazine

D. Sohi

What You Can Expect

Cats (this time up to no good). Departures from places of 
comfort and adventures in uncharted territories. Druid-
haunted castles. Foreboding visions of the future and how 
unsettled we can feel in facing the unknown, whether 
that’s relationships or our surroundings. All perfect for 
Halloween reading. 

Enjoy!
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Past, my bedtime
Bernard Pearson 

if only I was six again
no need to know 
the world of men
I’d live inside
the best of dreams
and escape from all
their rotten schemes. 
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Changeable Outlook
Bernard Pearson

Like inside out thunder
At a quarter past ten
You told me you were
leaving and you told me when

Like fog in the morning
til coming up for mid-day
You were miserable, 
untouchable a sort of grey

Like a great flash flood
at twenty-five to four
You told me I was the past 
tense
As you walked out the door.

Like a gentle breeze
at just past five
You rang on your mobile
To check I was alive

Like a hot summer day
At precisely six thirty-three
You came in with a kiss
and an ‘I knew you’d miss me.

Like a slight ground frost
at  a quarter past nine
You told me quite curtly
We were out of wine

Like a downright blizzard
On the stroke of midnight
You told me it was finished
and you just might be right
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Beneath the Bed Sheet
Richard LeDue

A scared boy,
who can’t afford eye holes,

and is supposed to haunt smaller children,
steal their candy,

laugh as they run in terror-
their tears all that’s warm

on a cold October night, but the boy
beneath the bed sheet

stays home, whispers at the moon
for daring to give light

or allowing the arrival of another day,
explaining to teachers how he forgot his lunch

again, still can’t remember a new phone number
(only real in an imagination,

struggling to be the same,
knowing the best place to hide

is among everyone else).
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Wish I Had a Better 
Prophecy

Richard LeDue

In the future, there’ll still be the dead
and dying- funerals prepaid 
by the upper middle-class,
while the wealthy leisurely read pamphlets
about freezing themselves, so they may live again
among robot servants, flying cars
(an unimaginative utopia that exists 
best in bored minds), 
and the poor will still work
on the front line, serving burgers, stocking shelves,
being told they’re essential
before going home to a typed letter,
increasing their rent.
They won’t be able to even afford an obituary-
tomorrow looking a lot like today,
but with bigger graveyards. 
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The End and Beginning
Jason de Koff

The escape pod surfaced,
boiling the water,

as debris appeared from below,
sole vestiges of home.

With an unfathomable horizon,
boosters engaged,

setting course for the upper atmosphere,
with no land in a water-filled world.

Within the pod, the inhabitants,
looked from one to another,

viewing the faces of the only survivors,
counting four among millions.

As the route was adjusted,
the hard alloy exterior,

absorbed heat from gravity’s pull,
birthing the last life out of the world.
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Constructive Destruction
Jason de Koff

The power went out last night,
and the candle’s glow did little to dispel,
the impending questions,
that roving tripods tend to bring.

The countryside was covered,
with metal domes that appeared,
as if they had always been,
their numbers so many.

The goldenrod bowed,
to like coloured crop cousins,
without a hint that they minded,
new interlopers sharing the scene.

On the eve of the riots,
that were to consume the world,
this new chaos was borne,
ironically averting the greater disaster.
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Lamentation
Jaspreet Kaur Taneja

You did hear me when I called your name
I meant not to be weak in other’s eyes

You made me the warrior with no shame
I am your daughter who never cries
I know, you visit the house at night

Through your portrait hanging on the wall
I saw the features changing as it might
Comes not from you but a Satan’s call

I am looking into the future to get ahead
I moved on, still bearing the love and pain

Is it wrong to accept that you are dead?
I won’t allow for those memories to drain
Yet, I silently hold your old clothes to cry

And disguise my tears to let them dry.
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Something In The Air
Alun Robert

Four in the morning with sickle crescent shimmering,
lightning spits venom at finial capped façades. Ashlar
quakes to its foundations while clay tiles tremor.
Corbels, tassel and bragger hold tight onto oriels. As

rodents scamper to safety, bats gnash on their canines
while bore on River Medway rages large as its neap. For
thunder clap new men chant something in the air as
fierce static discharges down to Mother Earth. Beware

Baron Astley rising from the bowels of his dungeon
en route round the confines. Step by step. Echoing
along corridors of grey granite slab. Screeching falsetto
“March on, boys!” though no soul can hear. Apart

from translucent foot soldiers slain at Naseby moor
(wretched apparitions with gore oozing from orifices) as
a consternation of guards in rigid nasal helmets pursue
pungent hot air along corridors through cells. While

in the Apothecary’s Garden much secluded from view,
headless riders from Sutton Valence bloody the Excalibur
safeguarding the honour of ethereal Baron Astley to
the horror of skeletons en vie from Tithe Barn. When

a Cerberus from Coxheath with six piercing eyes snarls
at its own shadow en pursuit of a thrice severed tail when
three witches of Malling chanting ripe satanic verse devour
raw gizzards to survive another dreich winter night. Then

6-6-6 far travelled archbishops create uproar and chaos
as they’ve done from Gothic times decade after decade in
the Archbishop’s Palace where forked lightning strobes
on anything and everything that dares to engage. At

gone seven in the morning with the crescent now waning,
auroral rays beam from across the North Downs as
ghouls retreat to their graves while starlings serenade
Maidstone re-awakening without any sense of foreboding.
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Feral Cat En Prowl
Alun Robert

rub my back upon rough bark
emit pheromones, pungent, vile
grind my fangs to sabre sharp

growl and hiss at birds close by

spy wise owls high on a branch
will not be so smug when caught

as harvest moon dips out of my sight

feel my heart race in double time for
this Halloween shall be like no other

hubble, bubble I am off to cause trouble
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Will-o’-the-wisp Trail Towards Huntington 
Castle
Christina Ciufo

Arianrhod’s white moon and stars 
illuminates their Gaelic enchantment 
through Ankou’s black veil, hovering
over the faerie woods with fireflies 
fluttering around, while grey Irish wolfhounds
howling with the banshee’s shrills, singing 
an ancient Gaelic faire song to the white moon. 

At the edge of the woods
and across the moors draped 
in white fog, small blue-white flames, 
the Will-o’-the-wisp
line up in a procession,
igniting their haunting luminosity 
toward the Huntington Castle, 
abandoned and cursed. 

Its arch stain glass eyes, 
fragile and consumed with trepidation

casts the Will-o’-the-wisps’ blue-white flames
and the spectres of the Druids, approaching 
towards the castle’s gates. 
The torches hanging on the castle walls 
ignite by a ghost’s touch with orange-gold flames.
Steady beats of the Bodhráns is heard 

from the distance, while the Druids’ spectres 

in haunting harmony, bellow a Gaelic incantation, 

awakening the ghosts and demons 

from their slumber below the castle’s stone floors,

ascending and plaguing Huntington Castle.
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Banshee’s Wails Heard Across the Moors
Christina Ciufo

Across the emerald faire moors, 

through the blue anchusas 

and lavender bellflowers

fields, and beside the ancient, 

chipped rectangular stones 

underneath the moon, 

a white feminine silhouette 

glides through the moors, 

making Irish Settlers howl 

and sheep trot in dread. 

A melancholy young woman 

wearing a dirt and blood covered and 

tattered white dress 

wanders, 

wanders, and 

wanders 

across the moors. Her blackened eyes 

seep tears of heartache 

and tragedy befalling 

onto her. 

Her voice, like a siren’s voice 

echoing across the sea-salt waters, 
keening for her deceased lover
and those who dare and become 
doomed into hearing her across the moors. 
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Black Hag’s Abbey
Christina Ciufo

Old Abbey’s stone walls 
and hallways are arduous, 
surreptitious and quiet.
Their charcoal walls, 
cracked and tangled in evergreen 
vines, enshroud the Black Hag’s 
witchery and irreligious nature, 
corrupting the abbey’s holiness. 
The moors and Rowans of Shanagolden 
becomes asphyxiate by her presence. 
Rowans’ orange leaves become blackened, 
crinkled, turned to ash, and twirl 
into the grey sky. Hymns become impious incantations, 
evoking the Devil’s name and misfortune 
upon God’s followers. The air becomes 
immerse and oppressed in mugwort, rue, yarrow, 
and juniper berries. Down the abbey’s hallway, 
a young countess with long raven hair
and wearing a long, black and white dress 
stands in composure, staring with hollow eyes, 
scorching her necromancy, lunacy, and disdain 
towards God. Her pale complexion illuminates 
under the moon’s light. She turns 
and walks further and further down 
the hallway in reticence. She ceases, turns 
at the chapel’s doorway and proceeds 
walking towards the church’s altar, 
cracked and covered in white spider webs, 
where her remains lay underneath, suppressed
by God’s divinity. On the moors, 
Irish Red Setters howl their solemn song 
and she dissipates into blacken smoke. 
Her agonizing screams, denouncing 
God’s name and evoking her Master’s name
still echoes underneath the church’s altar
stone floor and across the abbey’s hallways, 
during the Witching Hour. 
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There’s Someone 
in My House
Richard Beet

I’m one eye encrusted, the other
Struggling to meet the body with the windowsill
Part-worn teeth around old breath working

To fall me out the window
Again onto sodden ground, patterned
With repeated shapes, drowsy impacts

Each hit yawning moisture out the mud
Cool as gentle, ambient evening shouts
Out and round to the back door

Wandering aloud up stairs
In the morning, who insists on dropping

Upside down and bleeding
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Science Fiction

Allison Tanenhaus
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The radio signals from That Place Over There entranced her. The stories they told.

A quick visit, she thought. No-one need know. I’ll land in a secluded spot. I’ll visit the fairgrounds, the 
freak shows. Just a visit, that’s all. I’ll learn their ways. They’ll think I’m one of them.

She grew quiet, reserved. Her friends could never find her. She never returned their calls.
She hid herself in research of things most alien to her, in the making of cloth, in the learning of vowels 
and consonants and taste and sight – wonderful, unimaginable things she’d discovered only through 
scientific outlets proclaiming breathlessly their discoveries of The Place Over There.

Increasingly secretive, she immersed herself deeply in her preparations. The place she’d grown up 
in began to feel more distant than the place those radio signals made her dream of every night. Over 
time, she lost her friends and previously-satisfying work. However, she amassed a secret and most 
treasured collection. Of knowledge, of made things. She learned of toffee apples, of candyfloss, of 
geeks. She learned of Enola Gay and Little Boy, of Darwin, of Kinder-Kirche-Kuche. Some things 
horrified her. Some delighted her. But mostly she dreamed of Big Tops and dancing girls. She stored 
her precious learnings in a dark chamber where no-one ever went.

Finally – friends forgotten, everyday doings forgotten – she went to That Place Over There, and 
landed in a secluded spot, just as she’d promised herself. She pulled on attire she thought becoming of 
the age – floppy white collar, peacock hues in the dress. So many new words to learn: Floppy, peacock. 
Such an amount to learn.

She fashioned her hair into something approaching a hat and kept its brim low to hide her blank face 
as she navigated through the heaving crowds of a fairground in Kentucky, entranced yet repelled by 
the shrill cries, the mass of faces spilling their all in a brutish display of gaping maws – the wide ‘oh’ 
mouths, the moist eyes. 

She was doing so well, till they found her. They shrieked when they tugged her hair from her face. 
Fear? Delight? The shrieks held a nuance she couldn’t discern. They thrust her into a cage. She 
trundles with them now, from town to town. Collector, collected. Never to return, shown nightly to 
gawping bystanders with sticky mouths.

Alien Abduction
Magda Knight
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Horror
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Residential Intruder
Amanda Justice

	 Taptaptap.	

 Three short knocks jolted him from his state of half sleep. For one full minute, he simply laid still, 
gazing at the window in the wall, to his left next to the bed.

		 Taptaptap.
 
 The sound caused every muscle in his body to tense. It was eleven o’clock at night and his girlfriend 
was still working her evening shift. He always woke up when she got home. While these thoughts swam 
around his mind he continued to lie in bed, staring at his wall.

	 	Tap	taptap	tap.

 Finally, he sat up and slid out of bed. As surreptitiously as he could manage, he made his way to the 
front door of the apartment. Pressing his face against the cool wood of the door, he peeked out of the little 
peephole. All he saw was the bland wallpaper on the wall across from his door. Pursing his lips, he undid the 
deadlock to slightly open the door.

  He peered out the little gap and saw only an empty hallway with crappy wallpaper and a hardwood 
floor covered by a tattered rug. He sighed and shut the door to stomp his way back to bed. Closing his eyes, 
he inhaled a deep breath and slowly exhaled while allowing the muscles in his body to relax so he could drift 
off back to sleep.

	 Taptaptaptap.	

 His eyes shot open again to stare at the grey ceiling above him. 

	 Tap.	Tap.	Tap.	Tap.

  He jumped out of the bed.

 And just stood there. The sound had been too close to be the door. Maybe the window above the 
bed? The window of his third-floor apartment?  He climbed onto the bed and shoved aside the curtains 
to slide his fingers between the blinds and peered out to see the night sky with some storm clouds floating 
around.
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 When he looked ahead he caught sight of telephone poles lined along the sidewalk with wires 
connecting them. They swayed side to side in the wind. Again he sighed and pulled back from the window, 
briefly glancing at the mirror hanging on the wall across from the end of the bed. He plopped back on the bed. 

 Then jumped back up. 

 The bedroom was too dark to clearly see his reflection, more of just a silhouette. He saw the shadow 
of himself in the mirror when he first glanced at it, but it hadn’t registered until now that the shape in the glass 
didn’t move with him. 

 As he stood there he recalled the moment earlier when he passed by the mirror on his way to the door. 
Then back to bed. Then to the window. Had that shadow moved at all?
 
 He stared at the reflection now as it hovered in front of the mirror the way he did. He moved to the 
right and-

 It moved as well to its left. He jumped to the left, it acted accordingly. He exhaled and tilted forward 
to get a closer look at the figure of him. Not being able to make out any features, he leaned in closer. It was still 
simply a shadow.

  His eyes drifted to the floor where he was able to make out a pair of white shoes laying around to his 
right. He glanced back at the reflection and moved in so close he was practically pressed against the glass. And 
he still could only make out a shadow. 

 Then he noticed something else. As he stood so close to the silhouette it consumed his vision, he 
could see the reflection of the white shoes, in the shadow. It was like looking at a black mirror in the mirror. 
His reflection only showed him the reflection of the room. He pulled back from the image and furrowed his 
eyebrows at the glass for a minute.

 Finally accepting that it was late and he was tired he sidled back to bed. When he couldn’t get quite 
comfortable lying on his back, he turned onto his right side.

 And glanced at the window he now faced on the wall his bed was next to.  

THE END
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